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Abstract— In modern days, the technology is grown faster as much as customer satisfaction, and their safety aspects. In this 

brake system is get a big role in safety of automobile vehicles. The environmental situation is vary from one to another place 

the vehicle should be obey all weather aspects. In some of weather condition the hydraulic brake fluid maybe lose that 

properties. Because of we need an alternative solution for it. As the idea, we get into make an efficient brake system in all-

weather condition. The pneumatic power system is perfectly set for this in two and four wheeler. The fuel sources are already 

come to end. We need alternative fuels for automobile vehicles at the same time let it has low emission and save the 

environment condition to take care of society. So we choose vehicle run with the fuel of PONGAMIA biodiesel for get good 

performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We waste so much energy. As much as 60 percent of energy is wasted as heat. Our nuclear power plants, chemical factories 

and automobile vehicles all contribute to this waste heat.  

The waste heat will be useful when we utilize this in proper way. The waste heat is could be converting into electric 

power by using thermoelectric generators. 

That way, the current is generated when the material is hot on one side and cold on the other. Ideally, it would reduce 

the amount of fuel used by five percent. It does this as it generates electricity to help power the car’s electrical system and 

charge its battery.  

The engine exhaust gas has more density over atmospheric air. So for we make convert the energy into electrical 

energy. In this electrical energy is useful for run the compressor. 

The alternative fuel must need this time because the environmental situation should be control in our place. The 

Pongamia bio diesel will be taken by natural sources of available.  It should give low emission factors to atmospheric. 

II. PONGAMIA BIO-DIESEL 

Biodiesel is a liquid fuel made up of fatty acid alkyl esters, fatty acid methyl esters (FAME), or long chain mono alkyl esters. 

It is produced from renewable sources such as new, used vegetable oils animal fats and is a cleaner-burning replacement for 

petroleum based diesel fuel. It is nontoxic and biodegradable. Biodiesel has physical properties similar to those of petroleum 

diesel. In simple terms, biodiesel is a renewable fuel manufactured from methanol and vegetable oil, animal fats, and recycled 

cooking fats (U.S. Department of energy, 2006). It gets no sulfur content. 

III. ADVANTAGES OF PNEUMATICS OVER HYDRAULICS 

1) Pneumatics are compressible so we get good force and action, hydraulics are not compressible. 

2) Characteristics are didn’t change in any weather condition, but this hydraulic fluid may be lose this characteristics in high 

and low temperatures. 

3) Pneumatics are no need of maintenance at long time, but hydraulics are should need maintenance for periodically.    

IV. DESIGN 

In this pneumatic disc brake system design is in relatively hydraulic disc brake system. Those are has same working principle. 

In this pneumatic brake system get its source from exhaust gas flow energy. 

That meaning is when the vehicle get started the pneumatic system has been active at the moment. In this engine 

should not waste their output and also utilize them in proper purpose. 

This system design based on obey all weather condition and also should get pressure relief and then effective action 

of the brake system. 
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V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

VI. WORKING 

Generally pneumatic brakes need high pressured air for actuate the brake. So we need the compressor for produce compressed 

air.  

The compressor was usually run by engine so the engine efficiency reduced. Here we using the exhaust gas for run the 

compressor.  

The electricity is produced by exhaust gas turbine and dynamo. The electricity will store in battery from the battery 

power DC compressor will run and produced high pressurized air for brake.  

The compressor will give the pressure air into the storage tank and then this air will be controlled by brake actuators. 

When we apply brake the air will leave from the tank and this air could be actuate the disc brake and excess air to be 

outlet to atmosphere. 

VII. COMPONENT DETAILS 

A. Engine 

It is one of the mechanical device. This is to be convert chemical energy into mechanical energy. 

This is basically worked on thermal energy and also this is engine fueled with Pongamia Bio-Diesel. 

In this fuel is to be control the pollusion occur in atmosphere. An alternate fuel has been elected by emission factors. 

B. Exhaust System 

In this engine omit exhaust gases or burned gases in every exhaust stroke. The engine has four strokes and also exhaust stroke 

is followed by power stroke in engine. In this gases has more density and pressure. This gases will be actuate the turbine and 

the turbine to make electric power it will be stored in battery.   

C. Battery 

In this battery is used to electrical energy is convert into chemical energy. The battery is used to store the electrical energy. 

Also when it need the electrical power will be operate the compressor.   

D. Air Compressor 

The air compressor is used to compress the atmospheric air and to store in the tank and also this air will be store upto 2 bar. 

The atmospheric air compress by high pressure into the required pressure.  

E. Storage Tank 

The compressed air will store into the tank. And this air will be used to operate the disc brake system. And also the tank should 

have pressure relief valve. 

And this don’t have any leakage in the tank. 
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F. Disc Brake System 

 
Fig. 2: Disc Brake System 

 
In This disc brake system used for get a powerful brake. And then to reduce the braking distance of vehicles. 

In this disc brake system is operated by pneumatic air factor. That is to be give accuracy in function. Simple operating 

procedure. 

G. Advantages 

 Effective in all-weather condition. 

 Low reaction time. 

 High brake efficiency. 

 High performance compare with hydraulics. 

 Low emission output 

 High efficiency 

 Good performance 

H. Disadvantages 

 Space consumption is more 

 Fuel consumption is more (up to 5%). 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this project we plan to make a safety  and power brake system of vehicle for all weather condition ,as per the system the 

pneumatics are to be give more efficient disc brake system. The disc brake need 1.5 bars pressure only. The alternative fuel has 

outlet low or no emission to atmospheric. In this bio diesel is renewable so for we get continuously and this is needed in this 

time. The exhaust gases outlet in more pressure this will be helpful for operate the turbine. This is active when start the engine 

so for we get continuous action from this system. 
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